The Clinical Significance of Preoperative Brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Pediatric Cochlear Implant Recipients
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Abstract
Although central nervous system abnormalities are incidentally detected in preoperative brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies in pediatric cochlear implant (CI) candidates, the clinical significance of the abnormalities remains unclear. We aimed to assess post-implantation auditory and speech performance in patients with brain lesions seen on MRI. Pediatric CI recipients (n = 177) who underwent preoperative MRI scans of the brain between January 2002 and June 2009 were included in this study. Patients with brain lesions on MRI were reviewed and categorized into the following groups: brain parenchymal lesions (focal vs. diffuse), ventriculomegaly, and extra-axial lesion. The main communication mode as well as progress in auditory perception and speech production were evaluated preoperatively and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months postoperatively. Performance in patients with brain lesions was compared with the age- and sex-matched control group. Various brain lesions were found in 27 out of 177 patients. Children with brain lesions who received CIs showed gradual progress in auditory and speech outcomes for 2 years, though performance was reduced compared with the control group. In addition, there was a significant difference in the main communication mode between the two groups at 2 years following cochlear implantation. This difference was especially significant in patients with diffuse brain parenchymal lesions after further stratification of the brain lesion group. Preoperative brain MRI may have a role in improving the prediction of adverse outcomes in pediatric CI recipients. In particular, children with diffuse brain parenchymal lesions should be counseled regarding the poor prognosis preoperatively, and followed up with special attention.

Introduction
Preoperative diagnostic protocols for pediatric cochlear implant (CI) candidates presenting with profound sensorineural hearing loss vary among physicians and clinicians, but radiographic imaging gives valuable information in these patients. Historically, high-resolution CT has been the primary imaging modality in the initial workup...
of patients with profound hearing loss [Antonelli et al., 1999; Hone and Smith, 2002]. However, high-resolution CT is not sufficient to evaluate the soft tissue structures of the inner ear, such as the membranous labyrinth and the vestibulocochlear nerve. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can directly assess these soft tissue structures responsible for hearing. Therefore, high-resolution brain (or internal auditory canal) MRI has been an important tool in investigating the etiology of deafness and in the selection process for cochlear implantation (CI) [Gleeson et al., 2003; Lapointe et al., 2006; Kutz et al., 2011]. Additionally, brain MRI allows physicians to detect abnormalities of the central nervous system (CNS) that may adversely affect neurological development as well as cognitive function [Bouhadiba et al., 2000; Hart et al., 2008]. For example, white matter lesions in the brain can be easily detected as high-intensity lesions on proton density and T2-weighted MRI scans [Inaba et al., 2011]. Therefore, in many institutions, preoperative brain MRI is routinely performed before CI, not only to evaluate the status of the inner ear and cochlear nerve, but also to screen for CNS disorders.

In these imaging studies, physicians have usually focused on the inner ear structures and vestibulocochlear nerve. However, structural CNS abnormalities may be incidentally found in some pediatric CI candidates. These brain lesions include various degrees of white and gray matter lesions, ventriculomegaly, and extra-axial lesions such as arachnoid cysts. In particular, cerebral lesions such as white matter abnormalities are known as useful markers for an elevated risk of psychomotor delay, cognitive delay, cerebral palsy, and neurosensory impairment [Inder et al., 2005; Woodward et al., 2005, 2006; Inzitari et al., 2007].

However, the relationships between the severity of clinical presentation and the severity of MRI findings in CNS abnormalities are not fully understood. A substantial proportion of children with brain lesions are free of severe impairment, especially at young ages [Woodward et al., 2006]. Therefore, if some pediatric CI candidates with structural CNS abnormalities do not have severe neurologic symptoms, these patients can be easily overlooked during the rehabilitation process after CI. Children who show structural CNS abnormalities may have poor outcomes after CI, but the clinical significance of brain lesions on imaging has remained unclear so far.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of CNS abnormalities seen on imaging on post-implantation auditory and speech performance in young deaf children.

**Patients and Methods**

We retrospectively reviewed the medical charts of 177 consecutive prelingually deaf children (98 males and 79 females, <12 years of age) who underwent CI at the Samsung Medical Center between January 2002 and June 2009. All of the patients underwent preoperative MRI scans of the brain and were followed for more than 2 years.

Preoperative MR images of these 177 patients were analyzed by two pediatric radiologists, and brain lesions were found in 27 (14 males and 13 females). These lesions were divided into the following four groups: (1) focal cerebral white matter lesions (n = 7); (2) diffuse cerebral white matter lesions (n = 12); (3) extra-axial lesions such as arachnoid cysts (n = 3), and (4) ventriculomegaly (n = 5) (fig. 1). If the white matter lesion was <10% of the whole white matter, the lesion was categorized as a ‘focal lesion’. If the white matter lesion was found to be ≥10% of the whole brain, the lesion was classified as a ‘diffuse lesion’.

After review of MR images, patients with brain lesions (brain lesion group) were age- and sex-matched with prelingually deaf children without brain lesions (control group) for comparison of auditory and speech outcomes. In addition, all patients with brain lesions were evaluated by a pediatric neurologist to examine neurodevelopmental status as well as to investigate the presence of cerebral palsy.
Patients who had intra- or postoperative complications and those without sufficient follow-up (<2 years) were excluded from this study. The ages of the brain lesion and control groups ranged from 12 to 133 months with mean ages of 43.6 and 42.6 months, respectively (table 1). Distributions of additional disabilities, such as cerebral palsy or neurodevelopmental delay, according to the classification of brain lesions, are summarized in table 2.

Auditory perception was measured using Categories of Auditory Performance (CAP), and speech ability was measured using the Korean version of Ling’s stages (K-Ling) [Moon et al., 2011] in both groups. Using the K-Ling, the level of phonologic and phonetic development was assessed at baseline (preoperative) and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months after the initial mapping.

In addition, to establish the children’s main communication mode, an experienced speech therapist (E.Y.K.) assessed patient ability to communicate in daily situations during rehabilitation using the K-Ling. If a patient’s phonologic and phonetic levels were >2, the patient’s main communication mode was classified as oral communication. The patients who achieved level 3–7 in the K-Ling could use speech as a main communication mode and use correct vowel sounds as well as a more complex phonetic inventory. If both the phonologic and phonetic levels of a patient were 0, then the patient was classified as a non-verbal communicator. Others with phonetic and phonologic level 1–2 were classified into the vocalization only group. These patients could control their phonation and produce consonant-vowel syllables including vocal nuclei. Hence, they could use various types of vocalization as a means of communication.

In order to analyze the repeated measures data, a generalized estimating equation was used in this study. Previously known confounding factors, such as preoperative communication mode, additional disabilities such as mental retardation or cerebral palsy, auditory cortex involvement, and inner ear anomalies were adjusted for by including them in the models. Fisher’s exact test and independent t test were used for group analysis. The statistical analyses were performed using Predictive Analytic Soft Ware (PASW Statistics 18, IBM Corporation, Armonk, N.Y., USA). This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Samsung Medical Center (IRB No. 2010-09-054).

**Table 1.** Demographic data of patients including associated disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brain lesion group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>p value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients, n</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at implantation, months</td>
<td>43.6 ± 31.3</td>
<td>42.6 ± 29.3</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etiology of deafness</td>
<td>all congenital</td>
<td>all congenital</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated cerebral palsy, n</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated developmental delay, n</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated inner ear anomaly, n</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* By Fisher’s exact test.

**Table 2.** Distribution of additional disabilities in the brain lesion group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cerebral palsy</th>
<th>Neurodevelopmental delay</th>
<th>Inner ear anomaly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal parenchymal lesion (n = 7)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse parenchymal lesion (n = 12)</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-axial lesion (n = 3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventriculomegaly (n = 5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One patient in the diffuse lesion group had both cerebral palsy and neurodevelopmental delay.

**Results**

There were no significant differences in age at implantation (p = 0.906) or etiology of deafness (p = 1.000) between children with brain lesions and those without. The mean warble tone threshold in the brain lesion group was 29.89 (±4.10) dB and was 27.60 (±3.46) dB in the control group (p = 0.035).

At preoperative evaluation, the difference in communication mode between the brain lesion and control groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.374). Non-verbal communication was mainly used in 20 (74.1%) of 27 patients in the brain lesion group and 15 (55.6%) of 27 patients in the control group (fig. 2a, b). However, at 2 years following implantation, non-verbal communication or vocalization only were observed in 10 patients (37%) of the brain lesion group, while all of the control group communicated orally (fig. 2c, d); this difference was statistically significant (p < 0.001).

We further analyzed this result after stratification, and when the brain lesion group was divided into diffuse parenchymal lesions and other lesion groups, statistical significance was observed. Before CI, communication
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mode was not different between these two groups (fig. 3a, b; p = 0.248). However, there was a striking difference in communication mode between these two groups at 2 years following CI (p = 0.027). Almost all patients, 13 (86.7%) out of 15 children, in the other brain lesion group used oral communication, while 66.7% of the diffuse parenchymal lesion group could not communicate orally (c, d).

Fig. 2. Preoperative (preop) and postoperative (2 years) communication modes of brain lesion and control groups. Most patients in both the brain lesion and control groups used non-verbal communication preoperatively (a, b), and the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.374). However, at 2 years after implantation, there was a significant difference in communication mode between the two groups (p < 0.001). All of the control group patients used oral communication, while 37% of the brain lesion group could not communicate orally (c, d).

Fig. 3. Preoperative (preop) and postoperative (2 years) communication modes of diffuse parenchymal lesion and other lesion groups. Most patients in both the diffuse parenchymal lesion and other lesion groups used non-verbal communication preoperatively (a, b), and the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.248). However, at 2 years after implantation, there was a significant difference in communication mode between the two groups (p = 0.027). Almost all patients in the other lesion groups used oral communication, while 66.7% of the diffuse parenchymal lesion group could not communicate orally (c, d).

To analyze the repeated-measures data, a generalized estimation equation model was used, and a summary of the auditory and speech outcomes for each group is shown in figure 4. Figure 4a shows the changes in CAP score between the control and brain lesion groups. After
implantation, the CAP scores of the control group improved considerably for 24 months (p < 0.001), and those of children with brain lesions also improved significantly (p < 0.001). However, the control group showed better results than the brain lesion group, and this difference was significant (p = 0.009). Figure 4b shows the CAP score changes over 24 months after CI according to the various groups. The control group showed the best score, and the performance of the diffuse lesion group improved to a limited extent compared with that of the control group; the difference was statistically significant (p = 0.016).

The pattern of changes in the K-Ling’s phonemic level was similar to that in the CAP score. The control and brain lesion groups showed steady improvement for 24 months (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001, respectively), and the difference between these two groups was statistically significant (p = 0.015; fig. 4c). Like the CAP score, the phonemic level of the diffuse lesion group did not improve significantly compared with the other lesion groups and the control group (p = 0.004; fig. 4d).

In addition, the phonologic level of the K-Ling showed similar results to the CAP score and the phonemic level. Figure 4e also shows that even in the brain lesion group,
the phonologic level increased with time after CI (p < 0.001). However, the performance of the brain lesion group was lower than that of the control group (p = 0.011). Likewise, the diffuse lesion group consistently showed the worst results among all groups (p = 0.018).

Discussion

Premature birth, low birth weight, and intensive care >7 days are risk factors associated with hearing loss in infants [Bielecki et al., 2011]. In addition, sensorineural hearing loss is associated with a variety of additional disabilities in about 30% of subjects [Holden-Pitt and Alber-torio, 1998; Fortnum et al., 2002]. In addition, cytome-galovirus infection, rubella, syphilis, toxoplasmosis, or other viral infections during the prenatal period can lead to profound hearing loss as well as brain lesions [Kral and O’Donoghue, 2010]. For example, abnormal white matter signals are typically related to either pre-perinatal problems, such as hypoxic brain damage, or intrauterine infections [Chilosi et al., 2010]. Hence, there is an increased incidence of brain abnormalities in children with hearing loss.

Brain lesions, such as white matter abnormalities, are useful markers for risk of psychomotor delay, cognitive delay, cerebral palsy, and neurosensory impairment [In-der et al., 2005; Woodward et al., 2005, 2006; Inzitari et al., 2007]. All of these conditions are negative prognostic factors for speech and language development following CI [Holt and Kirk, 2005; Edwards et al., 2006; Wiley et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2010; Steven et al., 2011]. Therefore, we hypothesize that children with brain lesions may have poor outcomes after CI due to impairment of higher cognitive function and perceptual processing, even though they may not display severe clinical symptoms at the time of implantation.

These additional disabilities in a child with profound hearing loss may have important consequences when assessing and choosing a therapeutic treatment, particularly when considering CI. There has been little universal agreement on the potential benefits of CI for children with additional CNS disabilities. Therefore, CI in children with profound sensorineural hearing loss and associated CNS abnormalities is an emerging issue in selecting an appropriate candidate who would gain maximal benefit from implantation.

A substantial proportion of children with brain lesions on imaging in our sample were free of severe impairment at a young age. In our study, 15 (55.6%) out of 27 patients with brain lesions did not show significant neurodevelopmental impairment at implantation. Therefore, this finding underscores the necessity of performing MRI before CI.

About 15% of pediatric CI recipients in this study had a variety of abnormal findings in preoperative brain MR images. Although a significant proportion of children had brain lesions, the patients with brain lesions showed gradual progress in auditory perception and speech production for 2 years following CI. It was important, however, to ensure that the control group, those without brain lesions, demonstrated better performance than the brain lesion group. After further classification of the brain lesion group, the abilities of auditory perception, speech production, and oral communication improved to only a very limited extent in children with diffuse parenchymal lesions.

These interesting findings are in accordance with the results of a recent study, which demonstrated that certain CNS abnormalities may be associated with a poor rehabilitation process and outcome following CI [Hong et al., 2010]. However, the previous study was a descriptive study, and the authors did not compare the outcomes with those of patients without brain lesions.

In our study, the post-CI warble tone thresholds in the brain lesion and control groups were 29.9 and 27.6 dB, respectively. Although this was a statistically significant difference, the threshold in the brain lesion group was sufficient to hear sound. Therefore, the decreased performance in the brain lesion group may be due to the impairment of auditory processing after sound input.

White matter is a tract through which information passes between different areas of gray matter within the CNS [Alix and Domingues, 2011]. White matter lesions on brain MRI have been known to be associated with functional decline as well as neurodevelopmental impairment, such as severe psychomotor delay, cerebral palsy, and impaired working memory [Woodward et al., 2005, 2006; Inzitari et al., 2007; Inaba et al., 2011], because cognitive function relies on processing speed and widely distributed neural networks [Gunning-Dixon and Raz, 2000].

Therefore, patients with diffuse parenchymal lesions may have decreased abilities in processing speed and connection of neural networks that negatively impact specific cognitive domains. In our study, only the diffuse parenchymal lesion group showed a significant delay in performance following CI compared to the control group. Moreover, all non-verbal communicators 2 years after CI were included in the diffuse lesion group. That indicates
that patients with hearing loss who have diffuse parenchymal abnormalities may have difficulties with perceptual processing of auditory information in the brain.

However, patients with focal parenchymal lesions, ventriculomegaly only, and arachnoid cysts did not show significant differences in auditory and speech outcomes compared with the control group. If the extent of a white matter lesion is not wide enough to interrupt auditory perception processing, then it may not be a significant predictor of poor outcome. In addition, the existence of ventriculomegaly only or arachnoid cysts may not affect perceptual processing and higher cognitive function at all.

In this study, 9 patients in the brain lesion group had a variety of inner ear anomalies (table 2). Inner ear anomalies in the diffuse brain parenchymal lesion group were 2 incomplete partition type II, 2 vestibular hypoplasias, 1 enlarged vestibular aqueducts, and 1 internal auditory canal narrowing. Inner ear anomalies in the ventriculomegaly group were 1 incomplete partition type II, 1 vestibular hypoplasia, and 1 enlarged vestibular aqueducts. In order to remove the effect of previously known confounding factors, such as inner ear anomalies, the factors were adjusted for by including them in the models.

A limitation of this study was that we did not perform cognitive function tests examining working memory or intellectual ability in the patients with brain lesions. Hence, the exact relationship between brain lesions and cognitive impairment cannot be elucidated, and further studies regarding this issue are needed to address our hypothesis. Nonetheless, we demonstrated the potential of MRI performed before CI to improve the prediction of adverse auditory, speech, and language outcomes in children. Our findings suggest that the identification of brain abnormalities with the use of MRI provides valuable information during CI work-up and improves the identification of CI recipients who are at higher risk of poor outcomes.

In conclusion, children with brain lesions obtained demonstrable benefits in communication mode, auditory perception, and speech production from CI. This means that brain lesions themselves should not be considered contraindications for CI. However, children with diffuse parenchymal lesions should be counseled with the parents regarding the poor prognosis preoperatively, and followed up more frequently than normal peers without those lesions.
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